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PERSONAL USE / S4H/ S4O
==========================================
===================
PRODUCTS that are marked only FOR PERSONAL USE, S4H AND
S4O!
==========================================
===================
Card making Businesses, Paper crafting, Printable
You may use my products to create derivative designs in digitally
downloadable card making templates, backgrounds, vellums,
toppers, pyramage, and decoupage, including placing the original
image which has been used in your derivative craft sheet as a
discrete, separate element on the crafts sheet IF everything is
merged into jpg craft sheet. There is no extended license required
for this usage.
PU/S4O: Scrapping for yourself and others (friends / relatives)
- You can create pages for yourself and for your friends / relatives
- The credits are not required, but welcome.
- The pages must be a single file, with no levels or layers of
individual elements
- You can not share elements of a kit individually with your friends /
relatives
- Do not claim as your own the elements used for your creations
- You can not sell individual items, LO or Quick Pages
- Page Template can only be used for your own personal use or a
single S4O/S4H client with credit given to the designer.
S4H: Each S4H or S4O client must purchase every product used
- You can create pages for paying customer

-

All must be unique and created just for that specific customer
No pre made Quick Pages
No layered pages
Must be flattened JPG

Please ask for permission for designing Store Websites and Store
Tops.
You may alter the graphics in respect to size and coloration only.
YOU MAY NOT: This license does NOT allow the sale of templates
created with these products or resale of ANY of the kit contents,
brushes, elements or alphabets as scrapbooking products,
stationary or any other commercial use other than in completed
layouts or photographs for others. Any other commercial usage is
not allowed.
Commercial Use
===================================
When THE PRODUCT IS Marked FOR CU (Commercial Use)
==================================
For my Photoshop Actions: Commercial Use: Great to use for Designers
Overlays, for Photographers creating artsy photo backgrounds, or for
Scrappers, to create coordinating photo&background layouts!
You may use my products that are clearly marked as CU or for
commercial use in any
professional development without credit, with the exception of
creating other commercial use products.
*Examples of professional developments you may use:
handmade products to be sold with Angel Policy Use for scrapbook
or craft (for small home business, not mass-produced);
part of a trademark/logo; etc.”
You may use these products in the creation of digital scrapbook
designs
by incorporating them in a digital kit and/or kits that you will sell
with
a S4O/S4H license, Quick Pages, paper scrapbook designs, website
design,
making greeting cards, wrappers, calendars, etc and photo book
designs without limitation.
Freebie Friendly - My CU stuff is Freebie friendly, and if not, I will
state this in the product description.

FREEBIES are allowed, but please, follow this: the end result must
be different than the original item.
You can make free quick pages of the kit you created using my CU
products as long as the layers are merged.
You may NOT:
Examples of things you may NOT do with my productscreate other products you will sell for CU/designer use
redistribute these items
put into a book, CD, commercial, video game and so on.
use in creation of photos that will be sold on places such as Istock.
- distribute these products in their original form
- create new professional or commercial use products with these
files.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Feedback is always welcome and please do not hesitate to contact
me if you have any questions or issues with the files in this kit. I will
do whatever I can to ensure you are satisfied with your purchase.
For any question, email me: silemcke (at) gmail.com
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